For secure biometric verification, most existing methods embed biometric information directly into the cover image, but content correlation analysis between the biometric image and the cover image is often ignored. In this paper, we propose a novel biometric image hiding approach based on the content correlation analysis to protect the networkbased transmitted image. By using principal component analysis (PCA), the content correlation between the biometric image and the cover image is firstly analyzed. Then based on particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, some regions of the cover image are selected to represent the biometric image, in which the cover image can carry partial content of the biometric image. As a result of the correlation analysis, the unrepresented part of the biometric image is embedded into the cover image by using the discrete wavelet transform (DWT). Combined with human visual system (HVS) model, this approach makes the hiding result perceptually invisible. The extensive experimental results demonstrate that the proposed hiding approach is robust against some common frequency and geometric attacks; it also provides an effective protection for the secure biometric verification.
Introduction
Recently, biometrics-based techniques using distinct physiological or behavioral characteristics are becoming increasingly popular. The biometric verification systems have many advantages over the traditional knowledgebased verification systems, but their vulnerability to attacks result in decreasing security. For instance, when biometric data transmits over the network for remote verification, it might subject to unintentional or intentional attacks, which will tamper the content of biometric data and degrade the performance of biometric systems. Schneier 1 pointed out that the verification system worked well when the system could guarantee the legitimacy of the biometric data. Moreover, while biometric data provides uniqueness and stability for accurate identity verification, they could not provide the secrecy 2 . Consequently, protecting the security and integrity of biometric data becomes a critical problem for ensuring valid biometric verification. Cryptography, watermarking and steganography technologies are effective tools for communicating secret messages and data protection [3] [4] [5] . Researchers have proposed various methods to protect biometric data through information hiding techniques [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . According to the hiding domain, there are spatial domain methods 8 , frequency domain methods 6, 11, 12 , and combination method of spatial and frequency domain 15 . The validity and feasibility of these methods have been indicated by experimental results. However, most of these ideas originated from digital watermarking and embedded watermark into another biometric image, or hidden one or more biometric features into another biometric image directly for secure verification [9] [10] [11] 14 . In particular, the cover image is a biometrics, whereas the watermark can either be a biometrics, or other biometric features. Due to the specific characteristics of the biometric image, it is prone to be intercepted or destroyed by attackers resulting in degrading the security of transmission. For security purpose, M.K. Khan et al embedded secret data into an inconspicuous cover file to conceal the secret communications 13 . In their work, the iris template was encrypted firstly by using the biometric key and then hidden into another unrelated cover image using DWT method. However, the hiding capacity was not high. In addition, most existing literatures paid more attention to the robustness evaluation, but ignored the quality evaluation of the watermarked images/stego-images. For most existing image hiding methods, the secret image was only embedded through modifying the 10, 16, 17 . As we analyze above, the cover image holds some content related to the secret image. It is preferred that we could explore the content of the cover image related to the secret image through some statistical methods. Namely, the cover image not only plays the role of hiding carrier, but also carries a part of content related to the secret image. Based on the correlation analysis and spatial domain, a multimodal hiding approach was presented to protect the security and integrity of transmitted biometric images, and the experimental results and analysis indicated that it provided good hiding performances 18 . Although the method could resist some frequency and geometric attacks, it was fragile to compression attack. In addition, for a biometric image, four related sub-blocks were located in the cover image resulting in high computational complexity and weak real-time. Moreover, even though it could provide high security, the secret key was also complex.
In order to improve the hiding performances, this paper proposes a frequency hiding approach for secure biometric verification. The proposed approach embeds the secret image into a public cover image to avoid the attacker"s attention. In particular, the correlation between the cover image and the biometric image is implemented using PCA and PSO algorithms. In order to analyze the correlation thoroughly, inconsecutive regions are located to represent the biometric image as much as possible. As a result of the correlation analysis, the related part of biometric image can be represented by located regions through projection and reconstruction. Finally, combined with HVS, the unrepresented part is hidden into the cover image using DWT to obtain the stego-image for transmission. At the receiver end, the biometric image is extracted through executing the reverse process of representation and embedding for verification. The extensive experimental results show that the proposed method not only guarantees the imperceptibility, but also resists some common attacks. The proposed content-based correlation analysis approach exhibits the following advantages: (1) high security, the biometric image is hidden into another public cover image for transmission to degrade the destructive possibility that hackers or attackers are sensitive to biometric images; (2) perfect stego-image quality, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of stegoimage is higher than 44dB; (3) large hiding capacity, the average capacity is 0.1094 bit/pixel; (4) good robustness, the proposed approach is robust against some common attacks, such as compression, filtering, scaling and cropping.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed biometric image hiding method is presented in Section 2, including the descriptions of correlation analysis, information embedding and extraction. Section 3 gives the experimental results and discussions, followed by the conclusions and future work in Section 4.
The Content-based Hiding Approach
In this paper, the palmprint is the biometric image for secret transmission. The aim of hiding is to protect its integrity and security for effective network-based verification. The flowchart of proposed hiding approach is shown as Fig.1 . 
Correlation analysis
The aim of correlation analysis is to represent the biometric image adequately by using the abundant information of the cover image. Given a transmitted palmprint I ( n m  ), a region Y ( n m  ) in the cover image will be located to represent I. Here Y is not a continuous region necessarily. Each row of Y is regarded as one sample; the first orthonormal eigenvector 1 V can be computed by PCA method 19 , which can reduce data dimensionality by performing a covariance analysis among variables. Then, we project I onto 1 V to get the first projected principal component I F . Thus, I can be represented (or reconstructed) by the first orthonormal eigenvector 1 V of Y and the projected principal component I F as:
The difference between I and I  is the unrepresented part with the content of Y, and different Y will lead to different represented result. We hope the region Y can
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represent I as much as possible. That is, smaller difference is desired. Consequently, the selection of region Y can be regard as an optimization problem. In this paper, PSO algorithm is employed to locate the region Y. PSO is a population-based heuristic search method, which is inspired by social behavior of bird flocking or fish schooling 20 . In the past several years, PSO was used to solve optimization problems in some fields successfully 21, 22, 23 . In this paper, the fitness function of PSO can be defined as:
The positions of Y and reconstruction coefficients F I are stored as secret key. As the randomness of PSO and random selection of the cover image, the secret key holds high randomness and security. Therefore, it is unpredictable and difficult to be deciphered by attackers. Once the region Y is located, the residual image E can be obtained by:
. Figure 2 shows the result of correlation analysis. In 3 shows that the reconstructed palmprint holds most energy of the original palmprint. Moreover, the absolute values of all pixels in the secret image are less than 60, which mean that the residual image has much less energy than the original palmprint. Furthermore, it can be represented with fewer bits.
Secret image hiding
After the residual image is obtained, it will be embedded into the cover image as secret image. Currently, information hiding techniques can be broadly classified into two categories: spatial domain and transform domain. Generally, the former provides large hiding capacity but less complexity, and the latter is resistant against attacks. In order to guarantee the integrity of biometric for effective verification, the robustness is more desirable. Therefore, transform domain methods are perfect candidates. Among the transform domain techniques, the biometric data hiding techniques based on DWT are more popular. As DWT can provide both frequency and spatial domain characteristics which are compatible with the HVS, we adopt HVS model to select the significant DWT coefficients for embedding the secret data 24 .
Secret image conversion
In order to embed conveniently, the secret image is represented by a binary sequence. The process in detail is as follows:
Step 1: Divide the secret image into two parts: sign part and digital part. The sign part is represented by a binary bit plane. For positive, the relative value of bit is assigned to zero, otherwise, one is assigned.
Step 2 
(d).
Step 3: Connect the seven bits of each pixel orderly. Thus, the secret image with the size of n m  can be converted into a binary sequence },
Secret image embedding and extraction
Generally, the low-frequency sub-band of DWT concentrates most of its energy, and common image processing and attack operations have weak influence to it. Thus, the low-frequency sub-band has good stability. Furthermore, in the case of adopting the same hiding algorithm and hiding capacity, embedding in the lowfrequency sub-band has greater robustness and imperceptibility than in the detail sub-bands 25, 26 .
Therefore, the binary sequence of secret image is embedded into the low-frequency sub-band in our work.
To enhance the perceptual imperceptibility, the embedding regions are selected by using the HVS model 24 . In this model, texture and luminance are considered to reduce image distortion in the stego-image.
The maximum number of data-embeddable bits at each pixel is recorded as an index image. Then, based on the ideas of literatures 24, 26 , the detailed processes of embedding and extraction are described as:
Embedding process
Input: Cover image ( M M  ) and binary sequence )
Transform the cover image into wavelet coefficients by using one-level wavelet transform, and obtain the low-frequency coefficients V.
2. Compute the index image of V using HVS model. The coefficients, which have the larger value (sorting in descending order) in the index image are considered as significant coefficients and used for embedding the binary sequence.
3. Add bit sequence to significant coefficients using:
where  is the embedding strength.
4. Apply the inverse DWT to obtain the stego-image. Output: Stego-image.
Extraction process
Input: Stego-image 1. Transform the stego-image and cover image into wavelet coefficients by using one-level wavelet transform, and obtain the corresponding low-frequency coefficients 
where T is the decision threshold. Output: Binary sequence.
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At the receiver end, the binary sequence is first extracted from the stego-image. Each seven-bit is a group, the first bit is recorded as sign bit, and the remaining six bits are converted to decimal form as digital part. Then the secret image E is obtained by combing the sign part and digital part. Suppose that a part of extracted binary sequence is 010010010100101000110, the corresponding pixel values are 36 (0 100100), -18 (1 010010) and -6 (1 000110), respectively.
The reconstructed image can be obtained by using the secret key. First, the feature space 1 V of related regions in cover image can be computed by using PCA method. Then, the reconstruction coefficients I F and feature space V are used to reconstruct the related part of palmprint
. Finally, the secret image and reconstructed image are added to form the palmprint image for further verification.
Experiments and Discussions
The proposed hiding approach embeds the biometric image into the cover image for network-based biometric verification. Without lost of generality, five grayscale images ( 512 512  ) shown in Fig. 5 are used as cover image. Three of them come from the common images used widely in information hiding field 27, 28 and the others from image retrieval database COREL (http://www.corel.com). The biometric verification is performed on the palmprint database from Hong Kong Polytechnic University. In this paper, 1000 palmprints from 100 individuals are used to evaluate the performances of the proposed approach. Each individual provides ten images, and five images are used for training and the others for transmission test. . The similarity between two feature vectors is measured by Manhattan distance, and the nearest neighbor classifier is adopted for classification because of its simplicity and feasibility. For the verification results, the verification accuracy can reach the top point of 97.30% when the dimension in 2DPCA reduces to 8.
Two series of comparison experiments are performed to demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our method in the following. One experiment uses our proposed content-based correlation hiding approach (called EXP1); the other hides the original palmprint into the cover image directly without correlation analysis (called EXP2). That is to say, no correlation analysis procedure is taken into account in EXP2. Each pixel value of the biometric image is represented by eight binary bits to form the binary sequence, and the hiding capacity is 1250
The hiding process is the same as EXP1. In order to achieve a good compromise value among integrity, imperceptibility and robustness, we set T=0.5 and 8   . At the stage of correlation analysis in EXP1, the number of sub-regions representing palmprint is firstly studied since the ability of reconstruction is affected directly by the located regions. In Table 1 , four cases of sub-regions with two indicators are investigated. One indicator is the reduced multiples of energy (RME, defined as Eq. (4)) of the secret image compared with the original image; the other is the complexity of secret key, which is evaluated by the number of positions (N-p).
Since the aim of correlation analysis is to obtain the residual image with much less energy, larger RME value is desired. The larger RME illustrates that the cover image represents the palmprint better, and absolute values of each pixel in the secret image are smaller. It also means that the cover image can carry much information of the palmprint. Table 1 shows that the related region Y formed by Xiangjiu Che, Jun Kong, Jiangyan Dai, Zhanheng Gao, Miao Qi multiple sub-regions can represent the palmprint image better than one successive region in view of RME. Undoubtedly, more positions N_p are stored for recovering the secret image for multiple sub-regions. In other words, the secret key is more complex. Moreover, the RME increases very slowly when N_r is larger than 2. Based on the comprehensive consideration of two indicators, two sub-regions are used for representation. 
Given a transmitted palmprint, the running time and computational complexity of each step are listed in Table 2 . Table 2 . The running time of each step.
In Table 2 , n and d are the number and dimension of particle respectively, T is the time of iteration. M and N are the size of the cover image; p and D are the numbers of training sample and feature dimension respectively.
The total running time of our approach is about 11s, which proves it holds better real-time.
Imperceptibility evaluation
The imperceptibility is evaluated by peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). Since each of the five cover images can be selected randomly as a carrier for a transmitted palmprint, the average PSNR value is computed for each type of stego-image. Fig. 6 shows the comparison results. In general, the image quality is acceptable if the PSNR value is greater than 35dB, and all PSNR values for both approaches are larger than 35dB. This indicates that both approaches can achieve the satisfactory imperceptibility. Furthermore, EXP1 has higher PSNR values than EXP2, and all PSNR values are larger than 44dB except the stego-image "Flower" of 43.90dB. The average value of these five types of stego-image is 44.03dB in EXP1 and 41.72dB in EXP2, which means that EXP1 provides better quality of the stego-images than EXP2 by 2.31 dB. Fig. 6 . PSNR values of EXP1 and EXP2.
The good imperceptibility of the proposed method is attributed to the content-based correlation analysis. As a result of correlation analysis in EXP 1, the total energy of the original palmprint is 15 times more than the secret image on average. Namely, the absolute value of each pixel in the secret image is very small. There are many zero elements when the secret image is represented using a binary sequence. In the embedding process, only small number of changed coefficients can guarantee the better stego-image quality. As seen from Fig. 3 , most pixel intensities in the palmprint are between 120 and 200. Thus, most bits are one in the binary sequence of EXP2, which results in changing many coefficients for embedding. Moreover, since each pixel in EXP1 is represented by seven bits, the hiding capacity of EXP1 is less than EXP2 by 1/8. Through the above analysis, EXP2 is inferior to EXP1 from the perspective of imperceptibility; even tough it can gain good stego-image quality as well.
Robustness evaluation
For biometric image hiding applications, higher biometric accuracy and better robustness to attacks are desired. Higher or lower values of hiding metrics do not ensure higher performance of the biometric system. The objective of a biometric image hiding approach is to provide additional security to the biometric system, but it is not easy to guarantee the integrity of biometric data under some malicious attacks. The usability of attacked biometric image for verification depends on the verification accuracy. In other words, the light quality degradation of biometric data can still ensure the validity of verification results.
Next, we test the variety of palmprint verification accuracy when the stego-images are subjected to some frequency and geometric attacks, such as JPEG compression, Gaussian filtering with 3 3 kernel, Gaussian noise, impulse noise, scaling and cropping. Most existing approaches performed each type of attack with one fixed factor. And some of them did not give the detailed attack parameter values, such as the mean and variance of Gaussian Noise and the standard deviation of Gaussian filtering.
In order to test the effect on the verification accuracy, different attack factors for each type of attacks are implemented. All these six types of attacks can be controlled easily by setting parameters except the cropping attack, e.g., and the compression ratio can control the compression quality of the stego-image. For the cropping attack, there are many cropping types. In this paper, area, shape and position, the three cropping factors are considered in the cropping types 31, 32 . For example, cropped "Lena" images are shown in Fig. 7 , the numbers in brackets are the percentage of corresponding cropping areas. The accuracy curves of EXP 1 and EXP2 are shown in Figure 8 , where the x-axis and y-axis represent the attack factor and verification accuracy respectively. As seen from Fig. 8 , the accuracy curves of EXP1 are much more stable, and exhibit better verification performance than EXP2. For JPEG compression, it has no effect on the accuracy when the compression ratio is 95%. Moreover, the accuracy curves descend slowly while the compression ratio is more than 80%. With further increase in the compression ratio, the accuracy of EXP2 decreases rapidly, but the accuracy of EXP1 reduces very slowly, and can preserve 95.02% with 70% compression ratio. The varieties of accuracy curves under Gaussian filtering, Gaussian noise and impulse noise attacks are similar with JPEG compression. The accuracy is very close to the original one with small attack factors and decreases with increased attack factors. Note that the accuracy of EXP1 can still keep 94.02% under the impulse noise attack with 0.1 noise density, which is lower than the original one by approximately 3.28%.
Different from the former four attacks, the varieties of verification accuracy curves under scaling and cropping attacks are significantly concussive. Accuracy curves of EXP2 have large magnitude of changes, but EXP1 is relatively stable. For the scaling attack, the changing trends of EXP1 and EXP2 are similar. There are two peak value points with the scaling factor increasing from 0.7 to 1.7. The first point appears when the scaling factor is 0.9, with 94.92% of EXP1 and 68.66% of EXP2. When the scaling factor increases to 1.1, the accuracy drops to 73.57% and 2.80%, respectively. With increasing the scaling factor continuously, the accuracy curves of both approaches show upward trends. When the scaling factor is 1.5, they are close to 97.28% and 96.69 %, respectively.
As seen from Fig. 8(f) , cropping area, shape and position impact the accuracy directly. The accuracy is different even with the same cropping area but different shapes and positions. Taking the accuracy curve of EXP1 as an example, for both Crop 3 and Crop 6, the percentage of cropping area is 5%, but the accuracy is 95.53% and 97.12%, respectively. It attributes to the adoption of HVS in the hiding process. In other words, the texture might be non-uniformly distributed such that the quality of the extracted secret image is affected by the cropping position directly. The extensive results demonstrate the overall performance of the proposed hiding approach is resilient to some common attacks, which can still be attributed to the correlation analysis. Since the principal part of palmprint can be reconstructed by original cover image at the receiver end with secret key, it is secure and intact. Only the residual part is hidden into the cover image for transmission and might subject to attacks.
